NEW PRODUCTS
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A computer that grows with you
latest machine isdesigned to serve 128 terminals at once,
and to have subsystems added as required. Called
the PDP-6, it’s made by company that serves mainly scientists
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fr Cordon Bell and Richard Rest, chief engineer of Digitnl Equipment
believe the PDP-6 can “lltperform computers that cost twiw as milch

A very small company this week
unveiled a computer thnt, in some
resprrts. is the biggest ever.
Digital Equipment Corp., of Maynard. Mass., put the machine together. It’s c&d
the PDP-6, and it
costs $&million if you want all thr
available bells and whistles. And
these are considerable, particularly
” outsized central memory with a
pacity of 262.000 words (compared
..ith 64,000 in the larger IBM scientific computers). which, among other
things. allows the PDP-6 to serve up
to 128 input-output
stations simultaneously.
Most computers are designed to
work one problem after am&w, very
fast. What’s unusual
about the
PDP-6 is that it is desi ed to work
on a whole lot of proh f”ems at once,
though at moderate speed. Digital
Equipment
believes it is’ the first
c”mmercialIy available computer to
offer time-sharing
and multi-processing as standard features--a concept that for years has fascinated
computer experts at MIT [BWI Feb.
l’&,sl],
as well as DEC’s scientist
executives.
Maverick. DEC is a maverick of a
company that’s virh&ly unknown in
business
data-processing
circles,
though its products are about as
familiar as Her&y
bars to scientists and engineers involved in computer and electronic research and
development.
The company \\‘a~ set up seven
years ago on i, $7OJ100 shoestring
pmvicled by Boston s venture capital group, American Research & Development Corp. DEC turned out to
be one of ARDC’s more successful
investmmts--it
was muning in the
black within a year. and on net sales
of nearly $10.million
in the fiscal
year ending last June 30. reported
net earnings after taxes of $l.l-million.
DEC does about half its business
by mail order, selling hundreds of
different electianic circuit modules
-little
grey boxes packed with tram
sistors-that
count, switch: amplify,
or mix electrical signals. Its hard to
walk through a computer or drc-
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DIMENSIONS
of
FMC
MACHINERY
Automated machinery
and allied equipment
for food preparation
and processing,
farm.
ing and gardening.
materials
handling,
packaging
and paper box making,
paper
and film converting.
industrial.
agricultural
and household
pumping
requirements.
waste disposal.
oil field operations,
fire
fighting, and automotive
servicing.
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CHEMICALS

Insecticides.
fungicides,
and herbicides for
agriculture:
concentrates
for grain fumi.
gants and household pesticides:
basic in.
organic chemicals for industry; and organic
chemicals,
intermedlates.
plasticizing
compounds and plastics for industrial and specialty applica1ions.
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DEFENSE

Armored
and unarmored
military tracked
and wheeled vehicles,
hydrofoil
vehicles.
amphibious
landing crawl, nuclear handling
equipment. remote control 5ysternS. electric
drives, gunfire simulators.
propellant
ham
dling systems. missile ground SUQQWI sys.
terns and equipment,and
missile and racket
Qr0p&“tS.
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FIBERS AND FILMS

Rayon filament
and Staple fiber.
and
acetate yarns for textile manufacturers
and
specialty
products;
tire yarns; cord strapping, cellophane.
cellulose bands and cas.
ings for packaging;
plastic molding pow.
dew
and microcrystalline
celhtlase
for
food, drug and cosmehc industries.

